
Developed from  
military technology
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Military strategists agree  that successful defense 
begins with good intelligence about the enemy. 

Valentine One has a patented warning system relying 
on both forward and rearward-facing radar antennas. 
It goes beyond ordinary radar detectors by telling you,  
on every alert, where to look and how many to look for. 



Now the award-winning V1 can be paired with your 
iPhone, iPad, iPod touch or Android phone via the optional 
V1connection LE, a wireless Bluetooth communicator.

Think of V1connection LE as the master controller for 
your V1 system. You can revise programming, adjust 
SAVVY settings, change muting, activate dark 
mode, save custom programming profiles 
for different trips, and more, all from your 
mobile device. 

The screen still shows the exclusive 
Radar Locator with its illuminated 
arrows pointing toward the threat and 
the Bogey Counter still tracks multiple 
threats as it always has. But now, the V1 
shows you a revolutionary new way of 
analyzing radar threats.

V1 specifications
Antenna type:     

High-efficiency double-ridged horn
Operating frequencies:
 X band 10.500 - 10.550 GHz   
   (Disabled for NZ)
 K band 24.050 - 24.250 GHz 
 Ka band 33.400 - 36.000 GHz 
 Ku band 13.400 - 13.500 GHz   
   (Disabled for NZ)
 Laser 820 - 950 nm

Power Requirements:    
11.0-16.0 Volts DC negative ground
Typical standby - 225 mA
Maximum alarm condition - 425 mA

Dimensions: 114mm x 92m x 25mm
Weight: 180g

Phone 0800 472 327    info@radardirect.co.nz    www.RadaRDirect.co.nz
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Valentine one tells you How Many
Valentine One is the only detector 
that tracks multiple threats (bogeys). 
How many are out there?  
Valentine One will always  
tell you.

Valentine one tells you wHere 
Valentine One is the only detector 
that locates radar. 

Ordinary detectors scan ahead 
of your car only whereas the 
Valentine One scans all around 
your car. You are vulnerable to 
radar either ahead of you or 
behind you. Radar can’t get you 
from the side but you can be 
alerted to a treat to the side that 
may be lying in wait.

Valentine One also locates the 
laser source, either ahead or 
behind. Like radar, laser can’t get 
you from the side.

 

Ordinary detectors scan
ahead of your car only.

Ordinary detectors give
the same warning for one
or multiple radar signals.

Valentine One® scans 
all around your car.

Valentine One® counts
threats so you’ll never 
be surprised.

Radar ahead Radar to the side Radar behind

Valentine one Finds all lasers
Valentine One covers all traffic laser. In 
New Zealand, the operating wavelength 
of traffic laser is 820-950 nanometers.

The Threat Picture displays a separate arrow for every threat 
within range, pointing ahead, beside or behind, according to 
its direction from your car. The arrows grow larger as the signal 
strength increases. Your visual scan of the Threat Picture tells 
you instantly which alerts may turn into threats and which are 
unlikely to be of further concern.

Control Knob
On – Turn clockwise
Volume – Turn to adjust
Off – Turn counter-clockwise
Mute – Press during radar alert
Modes – Press and hold to change
Brightness – Automatically matched to 
ambient lighting; no manual adjustment
(Unit powers up in the last mode selected)

Control leVer
Sets volume after mute takes place; 
clockwise is louder. Full clockwise makes 
muted volume same as initial volume

radar-strength indiCator
More LEDs glow as radar gets stronger

band identiFiCation
In the case of multiple 
bogeys on different 
bands, a blinking 
LED will indicate the 
strongest threat.

ConCealed display (optional)
Tired of other drivers crowding up behind so they 
can live off your detector warnings? Or maybe you 
just prefer to keep a low profile.  
The concealed display moves all the visual warnings 
to a location of your choosing while V1 continues on 
duty in dark mode. The 
display can be attached 
directly to the Lighter 
Adapter or mounted it 
anywhere within reach.

remote audio adapter (optional)
Motorcyclist? Headphone user?  
Here’s a way to move V1’s audio warnings anywhere 
you want them. Compact module has a speaker 
and two headphone jacks (3.5mm and 2.5mm).  
You also get remote control of all control knob 
and lever functions 
including mute and 
computer modes; 
handy when the V1 is 
mounted out of reach.

bogey Counter
blank – power off
 – All-Bogeys® mode
 – Logic® mode
 – Advanced-Logic® mode
 – one bogey
 – number of bogeys being tracked
 – laser warning
 – alert terminated; not radar


